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Foreword
Solar PV is a vital part of the energy transition — and the 

path is brightly lit.   

According to DNV’s 2020 Energy Transition Outlook, solar 
photovoltaic (PV) generation is set to grow almost 30-fold 
globally from now to 2050, at which point PV will supply 
almost one third of global electricity, 18.7 PWh/yr, and  
contribute twice as much electricity as from gas- and  
coal-fired generation combined. 

Growth in solar PV generation is crucial to meeting the 
requirements for greenhouse gas reductions by 2050 
under the Paris Climate Agreement. Yet even the impressive 
growth we expect to see in electrification and renewables 
will come short of those goals. The pressure is on to expand 
solar capacity at an even greater rate, in concert with other 
carbon mitigation efforts to ensure we realize deep  
decarbonization of the energy system faster. 

Solar PV developers and investors alike see increasing 
opportunities, enabled through continued decreases in PV 
plant component and technology costs as well as declining 
rates in the levelized cost of electricity. However, challenges 
remain in maintaining the value of solar generation and the 
prices obtained in electricity markets. Due to increasing 
levels of solar generation in some electricity markets, where 
PV is beginning to provide substantial power, price  
cannibalization can occur; that is, the reduction in power 
market prices due to oversupply of electricity. 

Digitalization will help solar PV to lower costs and increase 
the value of its generation. DNV and its renewables  
monitoring unit, GreenPowerMonitor, are working with  
developers, investors, manufacturers, and operators to 
reduce costs continuously through automation, machine 
learning, and artificial intelligence. Digital tools help reduce 
development and capital expenditures through rapid 
system design and optimization, as well as evaluating new 
PV technologies and system configurations. Significant 
additional gains can be made in reducing operations and 
maintenance expenditures through the monitoring and 
activation of data by advanced analytics and the  
optimization of operations and maintenance through  
predictive maintenance. 

Equally important, on the grid and market side, DNV is 
helping clients use digital technology to integrate energy 
storage, balance demand and supply data dynamically on 
the grid, and move today’s solar PV plant to a 24/7 future. 
Dispatchable solar plus storage assets will support system 
value through the coming decades and enable a more 
sustainable future. Markets will need to adapt and evolve 
with new technologies in order to value storage and more 
dispatchable renewable assets, with large corporates and 
regulators helping pave the way for solar decades ahead. 

Solar PV promises growth, but developers and investors 
face hurdles to build greater revenues, now and in an 
increasingly competitive future. How they make decisions 
today about the application of digital tools across the PV 
enterprise — from development to technology integration, 
from operations to maintenance, from storage to dynamic 
markets — is the pressing strategic challenge. 

It has been exhilarating to see solar energy’s remarkable 
growth in the last decade. As solar continues to grow in  
the future, it will play a critical role in moving the energy 
transition forward. In this three-part report series, we will  
review our outlook for the growth of solar and look at the 
key drivers of advancement in the industry, including  
digitalization and increasing the value of solar PV. I hope we 
will be seeing even more of our customers use the energy 
of the sun in ever-more clean, efficient, and profitable ways 
to achieve decarbonization of the energy system faster. If 
there is anything we at DNV can do to support and help 
you, please reach out to any of us. 

Best regards, 

Ditlev Engel 
CEO, Energy Systems 
DNV
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Around the world, developers are building 

or expanding solar PV plants, which are 

projected to meet one-third of global 

electricity demand by 2050. 

That success is due in part to lower component costs, rising 
technology efficiencies, decreasing levelized cost of  
electricity (LCOE), and increasing pressure globally to  
address electrification and climate change.

Intense competition and decreasing LCOE have led to 
ever lower solar electricity bidding prices. Governments 
and regulators in many regions, including China, across 
the European Union, and the United States, have begun 
to remove or reduce subsidies for solar plants, cutting off 
a significant amount of support. Competition from other 
solar plants and generators with greater flexibility will tend 
to limit value long term. Price cannibalization, where each 
solar-generated megawatt hour is priced lower than the 
previous one, will have an effect for many years.

For the developer and plant operator, there are two general 
options—lower the costs on the development and  
operations side or increase the value of generated power in 
the auction and power purchase agreement (PPA) by  
achieving “dispatchability.” Digitalization will be the  

Introduction
enabling factor for both areas in solar’s future. It will  
improve project development and system design. The 
ability to control plant assets remotely and with precision, 
collect and analyse the data they create to increase the  
efficiency of systems and processes, automate operations 
and maintenance, and move from reactive to predictive 
maintenance, will reduce costs and increase performance 
as well as lengthen asset and plant life. These data-driven 
insights, in concert with integrated energy storage  
capabilities, will boost project value in the market, offer  
other revenue opportunities, and allow owners to  
command higher electricity prices as a dispatchable  
generator.

Many of the digitalization tools are here, and several are  
still evolving. Managing the adoption of these is a  
strategic challenge for your teams and the industry. In this 
three-part series, we will review our outlook for solar for 
the coming decades in terms of the anticipated costs and 
market drivers, as well as those technologies that can help 
systems and the grid to adapt to changing markets and 
deliver more valuable solar assets. Digitalization, software, 
and data analytics will play important roles in designing and 
operating valuable and reliable systems that will deliver on 
dynamic and robust climate action, while being powerful 
economic drivers for communities and clean power systems 
of the future.
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Based on anticipated cost declines, current and 

planned policy changes, and increases in capacity  

factor, global solar capacity is expected to double over 

the next five years and will nearly double again by the 

end of the decade.

Chapter 1

Outlook for solar
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1,500 GW
 
Expected solar PV capacity in  
the next five years

Based on anticipated cost declines, current and planned 
policy changes, and increases in performance, global  
solar capacity is expected to double over the next five 
years, and will nearly double again by the end of the 
decade, moving toward 2,900 GW of PV capacity. By 2050, 
PV generation is anticipated to expand by a factor of 28, 
from 700 TWh in 2019 to 19,000 TWh in 2050, according to 

DNV’s 2020 Energy Transition Outlook (ETO) report1. Solar 
will serve a third of the world’s electricity demand (See 
Figures 1 and 2). 

Outlook for solar

2,900 GW
 
Expected solar PV capacity by  
the end of the decade

19,000 TWh
 
Expected solar PV generation  
by 2050
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FIGURE 1
World solar PV gross capacity additions

FIGURE 2
World power station installed plant capacity
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Even with the mild climate policy actions currently  

accounted for within the ETO models, solar PV  

generation is on a trajectory to outpace all other forms 

of generation by mid-century across regions.

Solar PV’s share of electricity 

FIGURE 3
Solar PV’s share of electricity mix by region, 2020-2050
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NORTH AMERICA
As electricity use expands and renewables 

become cheaper, wind and solar PV will see 
their share of electricity generation grow 
7-fold and 15-fold respectively. By 2050, 

onshore wind (at 24% of the generation mix) 
and solar PV (21%) will each produce more 

power than natural gas (20%). 

LATIN AMERICA
By 2050, hydropower will have lost its  
present status as the largest source of 

electricity, with a 28% share in mid-century, 
surpassed by wind and solar PV, with  

34% and 29%, respectively. At the end 
of our forecast period, fossil fuel-based 

electricity production in the region is down 
to about 5%.

SUB-SARAHAN AFRICA 
Electricity’s share in final energy demand 
will rise from 7% in 2018 to 18% in 2050. 
Despite this growth, electrification by 2050 
is the lowest of all regions. Solar PV’s 33% 
share dominates the 2050 grid electricity 
mix, thanks in part to the near tripling of  
sector electrification. 

EUROPE 
Renewables will dominate electricity  
generation across Europe in the drive to  
reduce emissions in an increasingly  
electrified region. By 2050, 70% of  
electricity generation will come from  
renewable sources; which will be made up 
of 47% wind and 23% solar PV. The increase 
in renewable energy will heighten focus on 
power-system integration, storage, stability, 
and flexibility management. 
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GREATER CHINA 
In 2050, with electricity being more than half 
of China’s final energy demand in transport, 
manufacturing, and buildings, the electricity 
mix will be dominated by wind and solar 
PV, with 37% and 35% shares respectively. 
Hydropower will bring the renewable  
electricity share to around 86%. In  
September 2020, China’s president  
announced that his country will strive to be 
“carbon neutral” by 2060.  

EURASIA
Hydropower dominates the 2050  

electricity mix, with 30% of generation,  
a doubling of production in the next  

decades. Solar has a limited share  
compared to most other regions but still  

has strong relative growth, comprising 18% 
and surpassing nuclear (16%).

OECD PACIFIC
In 2025, 50% of net energy additions  

consist of solar PV and wind. From 2030, 
100% of net energy additions will be based 

on renewables. Nearly half (48%) of the 
electricity mix in 2050 will be from wind, 

while solar PV’s portion will be 31%.

SOUTH EAST ASIA 
Solar PV and wind both will see strong 
growth in the decade before 2050 — solar 
will be 30% of the energy mix in 2050 — but 
the fossil-fuel share remains high at 34%, 
due to the reliance of fuel imports.

INDIAN SUBCONTINENT 
Solar PV and wind show growth and high 
profitability and are good candidates to 
replace coal-fired generation, which rises 
300 TWh annually by 2040, while solar PV 
increases by 1,500 TWh annually. In 2050, 
solar PV makes up 37% of the generation 
mix, the highest such share among all 
regions.

MIDDLE EAST/ 
NORTH AFRICA

The 2050 electricity mix will be dominated 
by solar PV (36%), natural gas, and onshore 

wind. Even in this petroleum-rich region, 
variable renewables will produce more 

than half the power in 2050, due in part to 
state targets and the region’s renewable 

potential, though renewable uptake before 
2030 is limited. 
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The global solar industry has grown rapidly due in 

large part to a more than 80% decrease in  

system cost over the last decade; much of this  

decrease stems from economies of scale and  

improved PV technologies.

Chapter 2

Less expensive hardware
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Less expensive hardware
The global solar industry has grown rapidly due in 

large part to a more than 80% decrease in system cost 

over the last decade.

Much of this decrease stems from economies of scale and 
improved PV technologies, which increased module  
efficiency and system yield. Cost decreases remain an  
enabler for rapid solar PV growth in the future (See Figure 
5). These future declines are due to rapidly evolving  
technology improvements, many of which already are in  
the pipeline.

Beginning now and increasingly over the next decade,  
the levelized cost of a new-build solar PV plant will be less 
than the marginal operating costs of many traditional  
generators.2 Utility-scale solar PV is becoming cost- 
competitive in most regions already—indeed, governments 
in China, Europe, and North America are beginning to  
reduce or remove incentives for solar construction.  
Declining costs for solar have led developers and  
engineering/procurement/construction firms (EPCs) to 
push down figures for LCOE accordingly. Efficiencies and 
increased experience in construction and design have  
truncated project schedules and created greater flexibilities 
and cost savings, as well. 

• New module technologies and formats will deliver 
increased conversion efficiency, energy density, PV cell 
and module size, and power output. 

• Similarly, new inverter and power electronics  
technologies, promising growth in power capacity and 
modularity, are coming to bear. 

• Continued improvements in single-axis trackers and 
racking, with advanced tracking and machine-learning 
algorithms, will bring increased yield and lower LCOE.
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FIGURE 4
Solar PV hardware costs utility scale, 2000-2020

FIGURE 5
Solar PV hardware costs utility scale, 2020-2050
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As the world tries to decrease greenhouse gas  

emissions, solar PV offers a relatively inexpensive,  

zero-emission solution. 

Chapter 3

Environmental benefit as a  
forcing factor
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Environmental benefit as a  
forcing factor

As the world tries to decrease greenhouse gas (GHG)  
emissions, solar PV offers a relatively inexpensive,  
zero-emission solution. The manufacturing and installation 
of solar assets have a fast energy payback and a small GHG 
footprint. In addition, solar PV installations are well received 
by the public with less opposition from environmental 
groups than other fuels or generators, given they can be 
incorporated into the built environment more easily and 
deployed in regions with reduced agricultural importance. 
Further, several studies have demonstrated the broader 
health benefits of incorporating solar into the power  
system through the displacement of generators otherwise 
emitting harmful pollutants.2 These make solar generation 
an important component of any balanced climate solution 
— and therefore regulators and governments must continue 
to implement market mechanisms and financial incentives 
to support innovative solutions that can achieve climate 
objectives.

Even with estimates for variable renewables (solar and 
wind) of 62% of all generation and 73% of all installed  
generation capacity by 2050, we are still not on pace to 
achieve the current climate targets limiting warming to 2°C 
over the next three decades. There are several ways to  
close the gap, but a primary way is to expand renewable 
electricity generation, including PV, beyond the forecasts.
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Variable renewables such as wind and solar bring  

additional planning and forecasting considerations to 

operating facilities and the grid. 

Chapter 4

Addressing variability
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Addressing variability

Variable renewables, such as wind and solar, bring  
additional planning and forecasting considerations to  
operating facilities and the grid. While this inherent  
variability can complicate integration at scale, a host of  
flexibility options support the acceleration of solar  
generation. These options help enable dynamic markets 
and technologies that drive load toward peak solar  
generation or shift the dispatch of solar generation to 
increase value:

As the ETO contends, the stability disadvantages of  
variable renewables for power systems are overstated by 
some incumbent energy stakeholders. Indeed, power  
systems will require complementary forms of generation, 
storage, transmission, and distribution to address the 
climate challenge. Together, shifts in the generation mix, 
demand response, energy markets, and sources of  
flexibility will provide power-system balance and stability.

Still, while governments and regulators need to embrace 
policies for accomplishing anticipated solar PV growth,  
they also need to work with investors on ways to raise PV 
generation to even greater levels. To accommodate the 
higher uptake of variable renewables, governments and 
regulators should focus on redesigning power markets to 
incentivize and provide market value for complementary 
flexibility technologies, like battery storage and demand 
response. 

• Short-term storage, to smooth over daily variability or 
provide ancillary services 

• Demand response or load-shifting for water heating, 
server farms, or HVAC to periods with higher  
renewables generation and lower energy costs 

• Long-term storage, such as pumped hydropower and 
non-electrochemical energy storage 

• Charging opportunities for, and dispatchable load 
from, fleet and consumer EVs 

• Hydrogen production through green electrolysis, with 
hydrogen in turn serving as a fuel for transportation 
and dispatchable generation or as a feedstock for 
non-energy applications in the chemical, industrial, or 
agricultural industries 

• Innovative financial structures and business models that 
more directly pair forecasted generation and load 

• Increased connectivity across transmission and  
distribution networks 

• Managing curtailment for energy dispatch.3
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In the last decade, solar PV developers have relied  

on advances in PV technologies, falling costs, and 

greater efficiency and yield as the best leverage for 

profitability. 

Chapter 5

The price and value problems
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The price and value problems

FIGURE 6
World average levelized cost of solar PV

In the last decade, solar PV developers have relied on 
advances in PV technologies, falling costs, and greater 
efficiency and yield as the best leverage for profitability. 
However, future challenges include receiving lower prices 
for PV’s electricity due to its variability and coupled nature, 
as well as increased competition for new power contracts 
from the numerous solar and wind developers bidding into 
auctions and PPAs.  
 
That inability to command contracts with higher electricity 
prices means that, despite PV’s development and  
operational cost advantages and portfolio of flexibility  
solutions, developers may soon see a decreasing value of 
the electricity they can deliver. Indeed, they will no longer 
be able to rely on LCOE as an indicator of PV’s  
competitive position to the power system. PV will be  
increasingly cheaper to produce, of course, but the  
question of value is more important for grid operators, 
off-takers, and investors. Without a developed ecosystem 
of storage and demand-response solutions to counteract 
variability, PV will trend toward lower average market prices 
for the power generated (See Figure 6). These prices will 
vary among regions, influenced by the regional PV share, 
the competing power mix, and the affordability of flexibility 
options. 

Ultimately, greater penetration of variable renewables—plus 
the increased competition from other operators—will mean 
lower profits for solar investors. This power price  
cannibalization will intensify as the share of solar grows and 
it increasingly competes with itself on a given network. 
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The increasing share of solar generation across all  
electricity generation will result in a decreasing value with 
each additional project, particularly as feed-in tariffs expire, 
and solar electricity prices twist slowly downward in  
auctions and PPAs. The solar industry currently finds itself 
in a seller’s market, too, where investor appetite is greater 
than the number of available projects, increasing the  
competition among investors and decreasing the cost of 
capital. This serves further to decrease the cost of PV assets 
and therefore to improve the margin for developers,  
owners, and operators, but it does little to address the value 
of the energy generated.
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CONCLUSION  More than the sun: The solar outlook

Solar’s success won’t depend solely on the lower cost 

or greater nameplate efficiency of the hardware. It will 

require a combination of solutions.

Chapter 6

The road to dispatchable solar
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Dispatchable solar

In the end, the success of solar won’t depend solely on the 
lower cost or greater nameplate efficiency of the hardware. 
It will require a combination of solutions, which include 
better prediction of renewable power generation levels, 
demand response to react to excess, inexpensive  
generation, and the optimization of electricity usage from 
peak periods to those of lower demand. Additionally, 
continued investments are required in transmission systems 
and the links between generation and load centre. 
 
Success will require dynamic markets and solar  
generators that produce firm, dispatchable power at times 
of day when the sun is not shining. Firmness and  
dispatchability will increase the value of PV-generated  

power, command a higher electricity price, and produce 
higher revenues. The colocation of energy storage, both to 
smooth out variability during the day and to provide power 
at night, is a critical aspect of this.

Like PV systems, battery storage technologies most often 
connect to the grid through inverters that can be controlled 
dynamically based on market and grid signals. Battery 
storage adds value through its dispatchable nature and can 
act as both a load and a generation source depending on 
needs and opportunity; the intelligent timing of this cycling 
depends on the instantaneous needs of the electricity  
market and relies heavily on real-time decision-making. 
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Chapter 7

Conclusion
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Energy generation from solar photovoltaics is forecasted to 
increase substantially over the coming decade and beyond. 
The worldwide installed solar PV capacity will double over 
the next five years and is anticipated to double again by  
the end of the decade. The steady improvements in  
performance and decreases in component and system  
cost of solar PV plants will help drive rapid adoption of  
additional solar electricity generation. Solar will be  
increasingly adopted across all regions based on the cost 
competitiveness of solar generation relative to other energy 
generators. Terawatts of new solar capacity will come  
online, enabling a cleaner energy future.

However, despite the rapid deployment of solar and wind 
assets globally, we are not on track to achieve our climate 
goals. As such, the industry must meet the challenges of 
faster deployment through increasingly efficient  
development, construction, and operation of solar assets. 
Additionally, the challenge of integrating high levels of 
variable solar output will need to be mitigated through the 
integration of energy storage into solar assets themselves 
to extend production once the sun sets and bring  
substantial value to ensure continued adoption and  
deployment well into the future.

Subsequent reports will highlight opportunities in both 
accelerating the deployment of solar assets through new 
technologies and maintaining or increasing the value of 
these assets through improvements in storage and grid  
technologies and markets.

Our future will be increasingly driven by clean solar  
generation, however technologies and markets will need to 
leverage one another to drive the energy transition forward 
faster.
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